Pathways Meeting Agenda
August 3-4, 2006
Hotel Boulderado
Alpine/Balsam Conference Rooms
2115 13th St., Boulder, CO
303-442-4344 (hotel)

Thursday, August 3

8:00 – 8:15 National Science Foundation remarks ....................... Dave McArthur

8:15 – 8:35 Welcome................................................................. Kaye Howe
      The evolution of NSDL. stewardship, infrastructure, and partnerships:
      reciprocal responsibilities and opportunities; maximizing our
      collective capital and assets

8:35 – 9:00 Pathways Interviews – Report and Summary of Issues ........ Susan Jesuroga

9:00 – 9:30 Introduction and briefing by new Pathway PI .................. To be announced
      (this information is considered by NSF to be confidential)

9:30 – 10:30 Current Pathways briefings (5-6 minutes, 4 slides max each)
    - Major developments, status
      AMSER: Rachael Bower
      BEN: Yolanda George
      ComPADRE: Bruce Mason
      CSERD: Patricia Jacobs
      Engineering – NEEDS and TeachEngineering: Alice Agogino
      MatDL: Cathy Lowe
      Math Gateway: Lang Moore
      Middle School Pathway: Roger Cunningham
      Teachers’ Domain: Ted Sicker

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:00 A Fedora use case ..................................................... Tamara Sumner
      DLESE as a use case for Fedora-based service architecture
      Q&A, discussion

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch

1:00 – 2:00 Building tools and services on Fedora-based NDR.......... Dean Krafft
      NSDL Data Repository (NDR) / Fedora capabilities – gathering and
      sharing information. Building community via collaborative tools - the
      social infrastructure of Fedora services
      Discussion, Q&A

2:00 – 3:00 NSDL tools and services: A starting point............... Karen Henry
      What do we have? What do we want? What can be repurposed?
      Discussion, Q&A

For help or assistance, contact: Donna Cummings: 303-859-1703 (cell)
3:00 – 3:30  **Break**

3:30 – 4:30  Strategic partnerships.................................................. Susan Van Gundy
            Brokering NSDL content and services: Macmillan/McGraw-Hill; Project
            Tomorrow
            Publisher relationships
            Discussion, Q&A

4:30 – 5:00 Wrapping up the day’s discussion ............................... Kaye Howe

**Friday, August 4**

8:15 – 8:30 Highlight current use and potential of Omniture .......... Bob Donahue
8:30 – 8:45 Report from Pathways evaluators ............................... Flora McMartin
            Synergies, Recommendations, Questions
8:45 – 9:00 Summary of NSDL Usability studies ............................ Mick Khoo
9:00 – 10:00 Discussion, Q&A

10:00 – 10:30 **Break**

10:30 – 12:00 Memorandum of Understanding ............................... Kaye Howe
            Major collaborative issues for 2006-2007

For help or assistance, contact: Donna Cummings: 303-859-1703 (cell)